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Omega Nu Lambda, a national honor society exclusive to online students, would like to congratulate the following members as recognized by Eastern Kentucky University, Gamma Chapter of ONL. The following members had to meet the criteria of completing 15 hours of online studies with a GPA of 3.2 or better as an undergraduate student or a GPA of 3.65 or better as a graduate student.

Ms. Lakin Wooldridge, Director, Enrollment Management, Office of e-Campus Learning and Ms. Treva Macy, Assistant Director, at Eastern Kentucky are the Chapter Advisors for the Gamma Chapter of ONL.

Omega Nu Lambda’s mission is to enhance the online experience by acknowledging, encouraging, and connecting the online student community.

We applaud each of your Gamma Chapter members for their success in achieving ONLine academic excellence!

We are proud to present to you Eastern Kentucky University, Omega Nu Lambda, Gamma Chapter, Class of February 2024!

Takeisha L. Allen
Noor Alogaili
Elizabeth Anselm
Wayne L. Atkinson
Rachel Nichole Belew
Kendra Elizabeth Catherman
Brittney Davis
Erika Dodson
Jessica M. Fibbe
Tawnya Guldi
Morgan Hamilton
Patricia Hardin
Kaily Julianna Hendrickson
Kelly R. Hunt
Sabrina Johnson
Melissa L. Kenny
Jacquelyn R. Leach
Ashley Mattingly
Juliana Elise Milano
Stephanie Miles
Yvonne Greer Paddick
Rebecca Putnam
Savannah I. Rader
Chelsie Smith
Maria Tackett
Tori Vanover